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August 27, 2013 

 
Ms. Barbara Coulter Edwards, Director 
Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
Department of Health and Human Services 
7500 Security Boulevard, Mail Stop S2-14-26 
Baltimore, Maryland  21244-1850 
 
Dear Ms. Coulter Edwards: 
 

Thank you for your letter dated July 5, 2013 to Vincent Gordon, Deputy Secretary for 
Medical Assistance Programs, regarding Pennsylvania’s delivery of behavioral health 
services to Medicaid beneficiaries.  We appreciate your taking the time to discuss and clarify 
the information provided in the July 5 correspondence during our August 14, 2013 
telephone conference.  This letter is intended to respond to the issues and concerns raised 
in the July 5 correspondence, as clarified during our August 14 telephone conference, and 
provide the detail about the program that you requested during the telephone conference. 
 

The primary remaining issue regarding Pennsylvania’s contracts for the 
HealthChoices delivery model for behavioral health services to Medicaid beneficiaries is that 
you question whether, because counties that have risk contracts with the Department of 
Public Welfare (“Department”) are “local governments,” these contracts are in the nature of 
intergovernmental agreements or subgrants to which the Office of Management and Budget 
Circular A-87 (“A-87”) cost principles apply.  CMS has stated that based on the information 
provided to date, the contracts between the Department and the counties that administer 
the Behavioral Health HealthChoices (“BH HC”) program are not openly procured because 
the “counties are given the right of first refusal to provide behavioral health services,” so that 
“the arrangements are more in the nature of subgrants or intergovernmental agreements, 
and the cost principles of A-87 apply.” 1   
 

Based on your analysis, you identified two options for Pennsylvania to consider in its 
administration of the BH HC program:  1) make the current arrangements with the counties 
into “valid contracts” by openly procuring behavioral health services and making the 
counties compete on the same basis as any other commercial entity; or 2) comply with A-87 
principles by changing the payment methodology for the county contracts to establish 
reimbursement methods for costs of services actually rendered under a non-risk contract. 
 

At the outset, I should note that we were quite surprised when we received the 
July 5 letter, for two reasons.  First, we thought that the issue whether A-87 applied was 
resolved in 2011, when CMS approved the contracts after raising the same concern but 
ultimately concluding that the delivery model as implemented was a success that complied 
with federal requirements and should continue.  The only condition that CMS attached to its 

                                                 
1
 Please note that although the July 5 letter refers to 44 counties, there are actually 43 counties that administer the BH HC 

program.    
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approvals at that time was that the Department provide assurances that “federal funds 
flowing to the counties under these contracts will be used to provide services that primarily 
benefit Medicaid beneficiaries.”  See Attachments 1 and 2, August 8 and September 9, 
2011 letters from CMS.  Having provided the requested assurances, see Attachments 3 
and 4, August 11 and September 20, 2011 letters to CMS, we did not expect that the 
issue would arise again two years later.  Our expectation that the issue had been resolved 
was confirmed in December 2012, when CMS approved the PA-67 statewide HealthChoices 
Waiver, which explicitly states that the Department offers the counties the right of first 
opportunity in the BH HC program, for the two-year period January 1, 2013 through 
December 31, 2014, with no conditions.  See Attachment 5, December 11, 2012 letter 
from Nancy Klimon and pp. 31 and 32 of the approved waiver.   
 

As we stated in the telephone conference on August 14, we believe that the analysis 
set forth in the July 5 letter is based on a misunderstanding of the manner in which the BH 
HC program was procured.  We appreciate your willingness to receive more detail about our 
program and entertain options other than those offered in your July 5 letter.  We are 
confident that the additional detail will satisfy the concerns that CMS has raised. 
 
Background on Pennsylvania’s BH HC Program 
 

As you are aware, Pennsylvania’s current delivery model regarding behavioral health 
services has been in existence since 1997 - starting with 5 counties in Southeastern 
Pennsylvania to now include all 67 Pennsylvania counties.  The Department pursued this 
delivery model after extensive input and support from CMS since the inception of the 
program.  Before implementing the BH HC program, the Department requested and 
received permission from CMS to procure the program through a “sole source contracting” 
process in order to afford counties the right of first opportunity.  In exercising its authority 
under federal law to approve such sole source, or non-competitive, procurements, CMS 
recognized that the broad array of publicly funded community-based mental health and drug 
and alcohol services were administered and coordinated by local county governments 
pursuant to Pennsylvania law.  See Mental Health and Intellectual Disability Act, 50 P.S. §§ 
4101 et seq.; the Drug and Alcohol Services Act, 71 P.S. §§ 1690.101 et seq.; and Mental 
Health Procedures Act, 50 P.S. §§ 7101 et seq.   
 

As a result of their responsibilities under state law, and as documented by the 
Department, local county governments have 50 years of experience in administering the 
provision of behavioral health services to persons in need, along with coordinating services 
with other community and human services programs.  Thus, local county governments are 
uniquely positioned to administer the BH HC program and assure coordination with other 
human services programs such as Children, Youth and Families, Aging, and Intellectual 
Disabilities.  Indeed, in approving these “sole source contracting” arrangements in the past, 
CMS has remarked that the Department’s offering the counties the right of first opportunity 
to enter into agreements for the provision of behavioral health services “is a logical 
consequence of Pennsylvania law.”  See Attachment 6, February 27, 2008 letter from 
Ted Gallagher, CMS; June 9, 2006 letter from Susan Cuerdon, CMS.   
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Prior to and during the implementation of the BH HC program in 1997, in addition to 
receiving ongoing input and advice from CMS, the Department undertook an extensive 
statewide input process regarding the proposed delivery model.  Through the 
implementation process and continuing today, there exists broad-based public support for 
the BH HC program from individuals receiving services to family members, advocacy groups 
and providers.  This broad-based support is a testament to the extraordinarily successful 
operation of the delivery model for close to 17 years. 
 

During our telephone conference on August 14, you mentioned a review conducted 
by the Government Accountability Office (“GAO”) of the Vermont 1115 demonstration 
waiver.  We reviewed the GAO report and believe that your reliance on it to support the 
analysis in your July 5 letter proceeds from your misunderstanding of the BH HC program.  
The waiver approved for Vermont, which the GAO questioned, is very different from the BH 
HC program.  Under the Vermont waiver, the state was permitted to operate its own 
managed care organization.  The state Medicaid agency entered into an arrangement, 
which it called an intergovernmental agreement, with an office within that agency that was 
created specifically for the purpose of serving as the managed care entity.  The GAO 
concluded that an agreement between a state Medicaid agency and a “component” within 
that same agency is not an arms-length agreement between two parties, and does not 
qualify as a managed care contract.  See Attachment 7, GAO Report at 10-11. 
 

As the above description of the program shows, the counties that enter into the 
contracts with the Department for the BH HC program are independent local governments 
under state law, not components or even agents of the state or any agency within the state, 
unlike the office within the Vermont Medicaid agency that served as the managed care 
entity there.  Therefore, the GAO’s concerns about the validity of the intergovernmental 
agreement in Vermont do not apply to the BH HC program contracts here. 
 

In addition, the concerns that the GAO expressed about characterizing the Vermont 
arrangement as a comprehensive risk contract likewise do not apply to the BH HC program 
contracts.  Citing federal law, the GAO acknowledged that federal matching funds are 
available for capitation payments made to a managed care organization on an actuarially 
sound basis for services provided to Medicaid beneficiaries.  See Attachment 7, GAO 
Report at 12.  The problem that the GAO identified in the Vermont program was that 
savings from the capitation payments were to be used for services that were previously 
funded by the state and were not limited to Medicaid beneficiaries.  By contrast, in 
Pennsylvania’s BH HC program, any reinvestment funds retained by the counties may be 
used only for the primary benefit of Medicaid beneficiaries.  See Attachment 8, 
Reinvestment Parameters, Appendix N, p. 4 of the BH HC Program County Contract. 
 
Response to Issues Raised in the July 5 Letter   
 
OMB Circular A-87 Principles Do Not Apply to the BH HC Program Because the 

Contracts with the Counties Are Validly Procured.  
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In your July 5 letter, you wrote that A-87 principles do not apply if the arrangement 
between a county and the Department has the characteristics of a validly procured contract 
but reasoned that services must be “openly procured” in order for a contract to be validly 
procured.  In our telephone conference on August 14, you acknowledged that the elements of 
a “validly procured contract” specified in the letter, including “open procurement,” are not 
found in Circular A-87 but are instead the outgrowth of a recent reinterpretation of federal law.   
 

Although we do not dispute that the county contractors are local governments, we 
strongly disagree with the conclusion that the BH HC program contracts were not validly 
procured and so are governed by A-87.  Unlike, for example, the characterization of the 
arrangement in the Vermont 1115 demonstration waiver, the Department does not 
characterize our arrangements with counties as subgrants or intergovernmental 
agreements.  In fact, consistent with state law, which provides that counties are government 
units independent from the Commonwealth (see, for example, Pa. Const. Art. IX, § 1; The 
County Code, 16 P.S. § 101 et seq.; The Administrative Code, 71 P.S.  
§§ 101 et seq.), pursuant to the terms of the standard BH HC program contract, the counties 
are independent contractors and are neither agents of the Department nor in any way 
considered an extension or component of state government.  See Attachment 9, BH HC 
Program County Contract. 
 

The Department’s characterization of the documents is of course not the primary 
reason that the BH HC program contracts with the counties are “validly procured” contracts.  
As noted, A-87 does not restrict valid contracts to those that are “openly procured,” since A-
87 defines “contract” broadly, to be any “mutually binding legal relationship obligating the 
seller to furnish . . . services . . . and the buyer to pay for them.”  See Attachment 10, OMB 
Circular A-87 at 7, ¶ 8.  In fact, CMS has consistently relied on its authority to authorize 
non-competitive procurements to approve the county right of first opportunity.  At the outset 
of the BH HC program, that authority was set forth in the guidelines for noncompetitive 
procurements set forth in State Medicaid Director Letters (“SMDLs”) issued in 1995.  See 
Attachment 11, State Medicaid Director Letters, December 4, 1995, and December 7, 
1995; and see also, Letter from CMS, August 16, 2000.  The guidelines set forth in those 
SMDLs were essentially the same as the regulatory provisions that currently govern 
assessment of proposed non-competitive procurements, which explicitly authorize the 
awarding federal agency to authorize non-competitive proposals.  See 45 C.F.R. § 
92.36(d)(4).  Even in its preamble to the final rules issued under the Balanced Budget Act 
Amendment, CMS recognized that not all managed care contracts would be competitively 
bid.  See 67 Fed. Reg. 40988, 40997 (June 14, 2002)(response to comment about requiring 
states to share rate-setting data).  We therefore do not understand why CMS has now taken 
the position that a contract can be valid only if it is “openly procured.” 
 

In reliance on the approval of CMS, the Department entered into risk-based contracts 
with certain counties in Pennsylvania after engaging in an extensive procurement process in 
full compliance with federal and state laws.  As we explained during our telephone conference 
on August 14, unlike the process under a “right of first refusal,” the “right of first opportunity” 
required each county to demonstrate its competence and compliance with a comprehensive 
list of program and fiscal requirements as specified in the Request for Proposals (“RFP”) 
issued by the Department for each BH HC program zone.  See, for example, Attachment 
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12, Request for Proposals #10-06 for North Central County Option.  Both public and non-
public entities are permitted to respond to the RFP.   The requirements for the counties are 
virtually identical to the requirements that a non-public entity would have to follow in order to 
be selected through the procurement process.  See, for example, Attachment 13, Request 
for Proposals #02-06 for North Central State Option. 
 

When a county responds to an RFP, the Department undertakes an exhaustive 
evaluation process to determine whether the county has responded to and demonstrated 
competence to perform each of the detailed requirements of the RFP.  The evaluation 
committee, consisting of Department staff, individuals receiving services and family 
members, reviews the proposal and completes an evaluation scoring workbook to determine 
compliance with the programmatic requirements of the RFP.  See Attachment 14, 
HealthChoices Behavioral Health Proposal Evaluation Workbook. 
 

In addition to the programmatic evaluation, the Department conducts a separate 
evaluation of submitted cost proposals.  Having established actuarially sound rate ranges 
before issuing the RFP, the Department provides specific instructions and a detailed 
financial data book to county and non-public proposers who request them for the purpose of 
assisting them to develop their cost proposals.  See Attachments 15 and 16, Behavioral 
Health Data Book and Capitation Rate Calculation Sheet (“CRCS”) Instructions.  The 
data book and CRCS are the same for both county and non-public entities.  The actuarially 
sound rate ranges are the same for county and non-public entities.  When evaluating the 
county cost proposals, the Department ensures that the county contractors understand the 
concept of actuarially sound rates and the significance of historical cost data to the program. 
 

Only after the Department determines that a county has demonstrated the ability to 
meet the program and fiscal requirements does the Department identify the county as the 
selected bidder.  Even then, before a contract is executed, a qualifying county must go 
through a stringent and exhaustive “readiness review” process whereby the Department 
evaluates each program and fiscal standard to confirm that the county is competent to 
implement the contract requirements.  The readiness review process team consists of 
representatives from various Department program offices, including the Office of Mental 
Health and Substance Abuse Services, Office of Children, Youth and Families, Office of 
Developmental Programs and the Department of Drug and Alcohol Programs, as well as 
individuals receiving services and family members.  The process entails the submission of 
extensive documentation and on-site reviews to determine compliance with all requirements 
of the BH HC program RFP.  See Attachment 17, Readiness Assessment Instrument.  If 
a county is unable to establish or have a plan to establish such compliance during any 
phase of the readiness review process, a contract is not executed.  Failure to execute a 
contract results in the Department’s review of the non-public entities’ proposals for the BH 
HC program. 
  

Regular contract compliance monitoring occurs in order to ensure a county’s 
continued compliance with the program and fiscal requirements of the BH HC program.  
Such contract compliance monitoring is not limited to the federally required external annual 
reviews by IPRO concerning quality management by each county contractor, but also takes 
the form of monitoring by the Department’s Office of Mental Health and Substance Abuse 
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Services.  The Program Evaluation Program Summary is the compliance tool used to 
monitor the BH HC program contractors.  It is regularly updated to include contract changes 
and/or additional federal or state law requirements.  The Department also conducts on-site 
visits, quarterly monitoring meetings, along with quality assurance and provider network 
meetings on an ongoing basis.  See Attachments 18 and 19, IPRO Quality Report and 
Program Evaluation Program Summary. 
 

The county contractors are also required to submit independent audits in accordance 
with the HealthChoices Audit Guide developed by the Department to ensure compliance 
with the BH HC program requirements, and to ensure that they are delivering accessible, 
high quality and efficient services to eligible Medicaid beneficiaries.  Compliance items 
imposed on the counties in the Audit Guide are requirements that safeguard the HC BH 
program funds by requiring separate bank accounts and tracking staff time from any other 
county programs; separately recording, tracking, monitoring and reporting HC BH program 
revenues and expenses; and assuring that other county funding has not supplanted any HC 
BH program funding.  See Attachment 20, HealthChoices Audit Guide. 
 

In addition to the monitoring described above, the BH HC program county contractors 
are required to submit quarterly financial reports which provide information on solvency 
status and claims processing timeliness information.  These reports are part of the 
Department’s monitoring of the contractors continued compliance with program and fiscal 
requirements.  The reports are also provided to CMS. 
 

As contract terms are expiring, the Department affords the county the ability to 
continue to exercise the “right of first opportunity” by way of notice to each county 
contractor, to determine a county’s interest in renewing the contract.  Contract negotiations 
are initiated with counties that express an interest to continue to provide BH HC program 
services.  See Attachment 21, County Contract Renewal Letter.  A new RFP would be 
issued if any county contractor is not interested in renewing its contract.  This renewal 
process has been approved by CMS from the outset of the BH HC program.  See 
Attachment 22, Renewal Approval Letters. 
 

As CMS has pointed out in approving the county right of first opportunity in the past, 
federal regulations at 45 C.F.R. § 92.36 require that a state “follow the same policies and 
procedures it uses from its non-Federal funds when it procures contracts with Federal 
funds.”  See Attachment 6.  The procurement process utilized for the BH HC program is 
valid and in full compliance with federal and state laws.  Apart from such compliance, the 
program has over the years, with the assistance of CMS, continued to maximize efficiencies 
by capping reinvestment dollars - currently at 3 percent - and by directing those 
reinvestment dollars to the primary benefit of Medicaid beneficiaries.  Frankly, the continued 
success of the program is largely dependent on the counties’ continued involvement as 
partners with the Department in coordinating and administering the broad array of publicly 
funded community-based mental health and drug and alcohol services.   
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The counties are also uniquely positioned to coordinate BH HC program services with 
other county-administered human services programs, including programs for children, the 
aging population and individuals with intellectual disabilities.  As you know, individuals with 
complex behavioral health problems frequently have other human service needs, and it is 
crucial to have coordination and service planning at the local county level in order to meet all 
of the individuals’ needs.  The benefit of such coordinated benefits cannot be overstated and 
was instrumental in CMS’s approval of the delivery model from the outset until very recently. 
 

Even If A-87 Principles Apply to the BH HC Program, the Department’s  

Rate-Setting Methods Do Not Conflict with Those Principles. 

Even assuming that A-87 principles apply to the BH HC program, your conclusion 
that the Department can comply with A-87 only by changing its payment methodologies and 
providing reimbursement to the counties for costs of services only under a non-risk contract, 
is not supported by A-87 standards, and does not comport with federal law. 
 

According to the explicit language of A-87, the principles set forth in A-87 “are for 
determining allowable costs only.  They are not intended to identify the circumstances or to 
dictate the extent of Federal and governmental unit participation in the financing of a 
particular Federal award.  Provision for profit or other increment above cost is outside the 
scope of this Circular.”  See Attachment 10, OMB Circular A-87 at 1, ¶ 5.  It is therefore 
unclear to us how A-87 can be interpreted to prohibit risk-based contracts, particularly given 
the specific provisions of federal law that govern managed care.  
 

The Department established the capitation rates with county contractors under the 
BH HC program through an arms-length process in accordance with the federal 
requirements concerning actuarially sound rates found at 42 C.F.R. § 438.6(c).  These 
federal requirements impose specific elements in developing actuarially sound rates for risk-
based contracts.  The managed care regulations do not exempt the contracts with public 
entities from these requirements or impose other or additional requirements on contracts 
with public managed care entities.  As evidenced by the annual approval from CMS of the 
Department’s certification of actuarially sound rate ranges for the BH HC program, the 
Department has complied with and continues to comply with these requirements in the 
establishment of such rates.  Specifically, the rate packages submitted to CMS include the 
rate setting methodology, actuarial certification, projection of expenditures, and all other 
elements required by 42 C.F.R. § 438.6(c). 
 

We trust this responds to your concerns.  We are hopeful that the BH HC program 
contracts that are currently before you will be approved expeditiously, and that the 
Department will not have to alter the current structure of the BH HC program.   
 

      Sincerely, 
 
 
 

      Beverly D. Mackereth 
      Secretary 
 

Enclosures 


